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Based on these promises, the lemon squeezer gained plenty of compliments from audiences, even though it is not well functional to fulfill the squeezing job.
Another typical example made by Starck is named "Master Chair" (Figure 2 ) , this chair is made of polypropylene, which is a thermoplastic polymer used in a wide variety of applications including packaging and labeling, furniture, stationery and so forth 4 , to reach the purpose of mass production. The linear curvy line reminds people of the iconic character, like the ox horns, so that it can also promise customers that its seduction and novel form can last long and improve their house quality. With the minimal material usage and "fun" form applied, since its launch millions of chairs have been sold out until now.
Based on examples I mentioned above, Philippe Starck profitably using "fun "elements and promise to emphasize and improve his design. These seductive designs not only directly attract viewer"s attention, but also did the influence of the products last longer in customers" memory. By applying the innovative form to traditional products and highlighting the interaction between users and objects, his design attracted lots of people and become the bestsellers in the market.
To further analyzing the way the "fun" elements applied, I take sustainable material, form and contrast color into consideration. Since the furniture is related to our body form, I plan to explore different human body gestures and employ them on each piece.
http://www.standup-magazine.com/philippe/philippe-starck-lemon-squeezer.html http://www.awhiteroom.com/kartell/kartell-masters-chair.asp 
CHAPTER II

FURNITURE DESIGN PROCESS Concept Growth
The concept of incorporate "fun" elements in furniture design is initially applied to a furniture design class named Sustainable Design. In this class, we were asked to build a chair by using two different materials, which should be environmental friendly.
Not only the material, also should we keep shipping wise in minds, such as convenient assemblage, packing methods and hardware usage. It was the first time that I started creating the physical furniture; I did not realize the feasibility of furniture making. When I did the brainstorm, I put the majority of my concentration on innovating unique form.
Based on the research of combine "fun" elements with furniture, I mainly focused on the way to implement human gesture and motion to furniture and product design. Finally, I
chose the valentine"s gesture, which is female sit on male"s lap, as the basic concept of my chair.
Chairs usually remind people of comfortableness and relaxation. The inspiration of valentines" relationship (Figure 3 ), the woman sit on man"s lap can illustrate the sense of pleasant, harmonious and comfortable, which is coincident with chairs" implication. I used the 3D software -Rhinoceros to build the first model (Figure 4) .
Ideally, the white area of the chair is made out of plastic by using thermoforming technology and attaches it to the wooden frame. The delicate and curvy red plastic represents female identity, whereas, the wooden part is treated as male. However, due to the limitation of school"s technology and the huge amount of cost for prototyping, the design was unable to build in school. Based on the existing form, the "fun" elements, such as human feet, body gesture and motion can be maintained in different material and form. By modifying the model, I kept the wooden structure and used rope to replace the female part. When ropes intertwined with the wooden structure, people could still percept the male and female relationship ( Figure 5 ).
For the wooden parts, the side profile of my chair looks similar to human"s body gesture of sitting down with the dramatic arm position. The modern design, which emphasizes the principle of "Form follows function" and "Less is more", has become the trend in current design fields. To comply the chair design with modern design rules, straight, clean lines and subtle rounded corners were adopted to the chair as well. Instead of building the solid seat and back to hold human"s body, the ropes, which are more flexible, softer and extensional, were used on the chair.
The form of the global chair ( Figure 6 ) should be more complex and chaotic in relation to the perception of human"s body sitting gesture, which looks casual and relaxing. There are several innovations I applied to my chair. First, the chair frames composed of side pieces, including legs and arm pieces sandwiched together, and horizontal structural bars. Those side pieces are asymmetrical, the arms were placed in different position to mimic human"s moving motion and the legs were shaped variously as well. Moreover, the height of feet on the legs was also slightly different. Additionally, the holes created on the wood frames were arranged randomly to match with the turbulent way to weave ropes.
http://www.gettyimages.com/detail/photo/teenage-girl-sitting-on-young-mans-lap-high-res-stockphotography/200258871-002 
3D Computer Modeling
Rhinocero, Keyshot and Auto CAD are three major programs applied to create the chair. These software can be employed to precisely model chair"s form and proportion.
With the adoption of these computer technologies, I can accelerate the design speed and working efficiency ( Figure 7 ). As I mentioned above, the side pieces including legs and arm were sandwiched together. With the assist of computer program, I can build individual pieces accurately to fit with each other. The chair frames were deemed to be made of wood, so each piece would be cut out from wood sheet. Computer CAD software can provide me an obvious top view so that I can efficiently arrange those pieces in the board.
The Rhinoceros is a 3D computer modeling software that can be utilized to build the three dimensional products to get the sense of different perspective view (Figure 8 ).
The dimension of the chair plays a pivot role in creating an actual project. By using Rhino software, I am able to set units and dimension to model the product in three dimensions. The virtual model built in Rhino can provide me the feasible evaluation of Computer Numerous Control system laser cutter ( Figure 10 ). This small-scale chair become more accurate and I can receive more structural and formation assessments.
After revision and updating problems existing in small-scale prototypes, the full size model was going to be cut. I used CNC router machine to cut the full-scale model from MDF board. 4"x4" is the largest wood sheet capable to embed on the machine, so the more effective way to arrange or assemble material on the board challenged me for this model. Final Project Completion By considering the sustainability, desired visual contrast and manufacture process, the bamboo plywood and black nylon rope were finally determined. The grid and texture of bamboo plywood can create natural and comfortable feeling and easily be cut from CNC machine so that the frame is able to be mass produced. With the incorporation of black nylon rope, I can create the aesthetic contrast between colors and materials. By combining the traditional hand making process, which is manually weaving the rope to chair frames, and modern CNC technology, the Tension chair present dynamic perception to users.
CHAPTER III
SUBSEQUENT FURNITURE DEVELOPMENT Coffee Table
The designing and building of the chair allowed me to apply the concept of "incorporating "fun" elements into furniture" in reality. With the utilizing of the Computer modeling and CNC technology, I am capable to create the real full size model.
To continually explore different "fun elements" and employ them to different projects, I
started to create a series of furniture, including a coffee table, two stackable stools and a coat rack.
Based on the experience of creating the chair design, the idea of combing modern CNC technology with handmade skill would be constantly exploit to the coffee table to keep the relation to the chair design.
The "Stitching" is the major "fun" element that I applied to this piece of furniture.
The standard coffee shape so that it the chaotic and dynamic rhythm was maintained from the chair to table.
The thickness of wood board is 3/4" and the full scale model is 47" long, 24" deep and 18"tall.
The coffee table is made of two different bamboo plywood, the carbonized and natural bamboo plywood, and the black nylon rope. The contrast between two different Figure 14 . wood materials presents the sense of dynamic and compelling to users, and with the color comparison between black nylon rope and lighter wood surface, it effectively attracted people"s attention and potentially imply the function of using rope in that area. Stacking Stool
The stacking stool is designed to fit the furniture set. In order to keep the series of furniture cohesive and harmonious, the similar "fun" elements were maintained on it.
Due to the stackable purpose, each stool needs to stack on each other. I decided to keep the "little feet" elements on stools, so that every stool can physically sit on top of the feet to reach the stacking function.
The stool top was created based on irregular rectangle shape, which is similar to table top. With the consideration of users" safety issue, the rounded corners are employed to stools and the table. The stool legs were doubled layers for stability and consistency.
The stacking stool is entitled "Ballerina" due to the usage of "little feet"
characters. The appearance of this "fun" characteristic reminds people of "ballerina"
shoes. Functionally, the stacking feet not only save storage area, but also highlight the interior space.
To maintain the consistency of material and color, I constantly used the bamboo materials. The legs were also applied different bamboo material to keep the variation between legs and stool top.
Based on the ergonomics, the stool height was measured based on standard human body size. The measurement of entire stool is 15" width, 15" depth and 13" height. Coat Rack
The coat rack was made of the same material: the bamboo plywood and nylon rope to maintain the correspondence with the previous furniture group. The additional "fun" elements were explored to apply on this piece of furniture. By considering the relation between aesthetic form and practical function, people"s stretching gesture was initially selected as the "fun" element to utilize on the form. By simplifying the realistic human gesture, I finally used straight lines and rounded corner to express and emphasis this "fun" character. The "little feet" were continually maintained on the coat rack to keep the consistency.
For the function purpose, I also applied the nylon rope idea to the coat rack. These ropes allowed people to hang their scarves, belts and other accessories over them to separately arrange clothes and accessories.
Due to the storage goal, the bottom of the coat rack should be small enough to save space. However, the height of this furniture is 64" so that the majority of people can hang clothes on the top bar comfortably and easily. To solve the gravity problem, several miniature prototypes were built to test this issue. By considering the proportion of width and height, the finally dimension of the coat rack is 64" height, 23"depth and 18"width. 
CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION
The purpose of incorporating different "fun" elements in furniture design is to entice customers to build the stronger relationship between customers and products. By applying human"s gesture to furniture design, the viewers and audiences" curiosity are easily seduced by these novel characteristics.
During the process of design products, I have gained ability of computer modeling technique. By utilizing the CNC machining technology and manufacturing materials, I
had a better understanding of applying visual concept to physical models. To further applying these techniques in my future design, I will continually think about novel and unique design method and always put the Human Centered Design (HCD) in the first place.
